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Abstract

This paper explores the governance by algorithms in information societies. Theoretically, it builds on (co-)evolutionary innovation studies in order to adequately grasp the interplay of technological and societal change, and combines these with institutional approaches to incorporate governance by technology or rather software as institutions. Methodologically it draws from an empirical survey of Internet-based services that rely on automated algorithmic selection, a functional typology derived from it, and an analysis of associated potential social risks. It shows how algorithmic selection has become a growing source of social order, of a shared social reality in information societies. It argues that – similar to the construction of realities by traditional mass media – automated algorithmic selection applications shape daily lives and realities, affect the perception of the world, and influence behavior. However, the co-evolutionary perspective on algorithms as institutions, ideologies, intermediaries and actors highlights differences that are to be found first in the growing personalization of constructed realities, and second in the constellation of involved actors. Altogether, compared to reality construction by traditional mass media, algorithmic reality construction tends to increase individualization, commercialization, inequalities and deterritorialization, and to decrease transparency, controllability and predictability.

Introduction

The growing societal significance of algorithms on the Internet is now widely acknowledged (Salvin, 2011; Mager, 2012; Steiner, 2012; Anderson, 2013; Latzer et al., 2014; Gillespie, 2014; Pasquale, 2015). Wide ranges of daily activities in general and media consumption in particular are increasingly shaped by automated algorithmic selection. The selection of online news via search engines and news aggregators or the consumption of music and video entertainment via recommender systems are prominent examples.

This paper focuses on the governing effects of Internet algorithms in information societies. In other words, it scrutinizes the governance by algorithms as opposed to the
governance of algorithms (Saurwein, Just and Latzer, 2015). How, what and to what extent do algorithms on the Internet govern? What are the peculiarities of algorithmic governance and its impact on reality construction and social order?

The paper first presents a conceptual framework of how to grasp the phenomenon of algorithms on the Internet, its magnitude, its basic principles, and the societal functions of applications that build on algorithmic selection. Section two focuses on algorithmic selection on the Internet and discusses algorithmic governance, starting from the more general question of if and how technology – in this case software – governs modern societies. Theoretically, this section builds on (co-)evolutionary innovation studies in order to grasp the interplay of technological and societal change, and combines these with institutional approaches to incorporate governance by technology, or rather software, as institutions. Section three discusses the governing effects of algorithmic selection on the Internet as a specific form of algorithmic reality construction. It starts from the observation that the market for attention – the central scarce resource in information societies – is increasingly being co-produced and allocated by automated algorithmic selection in many life domains. Section four compares algorithmic reality construction with the construction of realities by traditional mass media. It identifies major characteristics and differences, and discusses their possible societal consequences. The final section summarizes the results and draws conclusions.

1. Algorithmic selection on the Internet: a wide and rapidly growing phenomenon

To discuss algorithmic governance it is first necessary to define the vague phenomenon of algorithms on the Internet. Algorithms are problem-solving mechanisms. In order to empirically grasp their role, this paper focuses on Internet-based services that build on algorithmic selection. Algorithmic selection is essentially defined by the automated assignment of relevance to certain selected pieces of information.

A rapidly growing number of Internet applications build on algorithmic selection and can be categorized according to their central societal functions (table 1). This categorization is the result of an empirical survey of over 80 Internet-based services that were screened using a basic analytical grid. Ranging from search, forecasting and surveillance to filtering, recommendations and content production (Latzer et al., 2014), it permits a rough appraisal of the magnitude and high societal significance of the phenomenon, and forms the basis for the discussion of the governing role of algorithms in information societies. Such societies are characterized by a growing flood of (big) digital data that provide the basis and create an
equally rising demand for automated algorithmic selection in order to handle and make sense of these massively collected data. Big data (a new economic asset class) and algorithmic selection (a new method of extracting economic and social value from big data) are co-evolving.

Table 1: Functional typology of algorithmic selection applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>search</td>
<td>general search engines (e.g., Google search, Bing, Baidu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>special search engines (e.g., Mocavo, Shutterstock, Social Mention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meta search engines (e.g., Dogpile, Info.com)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>semantic search engines (e.g., Yummly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>question &amp; answer services (e.g., Ask.com)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggregation</td>
<td>news aggregators (e.g., Google News, nachrichten.de)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation/surveillance</td>
<td>surveillance (e.g., Raytheon’s RIOT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>employee monitoring (e.g., Spector, Sonar, Spytec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>general monitoring software (e.g., Webwatcher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prognosis/forecast</td>
<td>predictive policing (e.g., PredPol), predicting developments: success, diffusion etc. (e.g., Google Flu Trends, scoreAhit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filtering</td>
<td>spam filter (e.g., Norton)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>child protection filter (e.g., Net Nanny)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recommendation</td>
<td>recommender systems (e.g., Spotify; Netflix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scoring</td>
<td>reputation systems: music, film, etc. (e.g., ebay’s reputation system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>news scoring (e.g., reddit, Digg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>credit scoring (e.g., Kreditech)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>social scoring (e.g., Klout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content production</td>
<td>algorithmic journalism (e.g., Quill; Quakebot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allocation</td>
<td>computational advertising (e.g., Google AdSense, Yahoo!, Bing Network)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>algorithmic trading (e.g., Quantopian)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Latzer et al. (2014).

The functioning of these algorithmic selection applications can be best described and explained with a basic input-throughput-output model (figure 1), a starting point for further research on the specifics of the above-mentioned service categories. Algorithms form the centerpiece of the throughput stage where they operate. Starting from a user request and available user characteristics they apply statistical operations to select elements from a basic data set (DS1) and assign relevance to them. Accordingly, algorithmic selection on the Internet is defined as a process that assigns (contextualized) relevance to information elements of a data set by an automated, statistical assessment of decentrally generated data signals. In detail, input, throughput and output vary for different applications and services. Often, big data serve as input, but there is a wide spectrum of input sources, depending on the field of application. The throughput process is characterized by the assignment of relevance
(A2) and respective selections (A1), based on a multitude of different codes and operating modes (e.g., matching, sorting or filtering algorithms). Finally, the output (DS3) also assumes different forms (e.g., rankings, recommendations, biddings, text, music). Often it also serves as additional input for subsequent algorithmic selection processes.

Figure 1: Input-Throughput-Output model of algorithmic selection on the Internet

Source: Latzer et al. (2014).

2. Algorithmic governance as governance by software

Governance can broadly be understood as institutional steering (Schneider and Kenis, 1996), as the horizontal and vertical extension of traditional government (Engel, 2001; Latzer et al., 2002). Horizontally, this requires looking beyond public actors (e.g. governments) – including private actors (e.g. industry self-regulation), but also considering the active, governing role of technology adequately. Vertically, it suggests focusing on multilevel-governance, looking beyond mechanisms and instruments like multi-stakeholderism and multilateralism in Internet governance (Christou and Simpson, 2011), also including multilevel/global aspects and technological governance strategies.
2.1 Growing importance of and attention to software

Algorithms on the Internet are software. Hence governance by algorithms is, in essence, an example of governance by technology. Over the course of time, technology and in particular software have been playing a growing role in the media sector. This can be illustrated by the distinction between primary, secondary and tertiary media (Pross, 1970). Primary media like speech do not need technological artifacts (devices), secondary media like books and newspapers need technology only on the sender’s side, and tertiary media like telephones, radio and television need technology on the recipient’s side too.

Digital, converged media (e.g., Internet-based media) can be considered quaternary media, characterized by a further step of technologization. The dependence on technological interfaces and devices (especially on software) now extends to all digitized media formats (also to secondary media). Recipients of digital books and newspapers need interfaces (hardware and software) too. This additional technological intermediation on the user side changes the use and the effects of media. Information in the form of text, data, sound, speech, pictures and videos can only be utilized efficiently via software applications, and is consequently shaped by this software. As Manovich (2013) argues, digital media have no attributes per se, because these are more or less assigned by the software used.

An important part and special form of this software-based imprinting of digital media is the automated assignment of relevance by algorithmic selection on the Internet. This not only influences what is found but also the reputation and trust in it.

Generally, the significance of technology and its analysis is boosted by a central characteristic of the convergence trend in communications (Latzer 2013c), by the disentanglement of media technology and media content. Related to this is the emerging awareness that technology can have effects, and can be conceived as an actor or agency – as something that can create meaning by itself – or as institution with effects on individual/collective behavior and social order. This situation calls for and leads to an intensified discussion about the role and characteristics of different technologies.

Consistent with the growing awareness of the significance of (software) technology in the evolution of communication systems, technological issues are increasingly seen and treated as policy issues, also in the case of algorithms. This directs attention away from a merely functional/instrumental understanding of technology to an understanding that technology (software) is design/reality construction (Floyd, 1992), law (Reidenberg, 1998; Lessig, 1999), able to evoke certain behavior and to shape and reshape activities and meaning
(Winner, 1986). Currently discussed examples are certain architectural features of search algorithms like transparency or openness (Shah and Kesan, 2003; 2011). If Internet governance is defined as how a multitude of actors and their governance mechanisms/instruments shape the evolution and the use of the Internet (WGIG, 2005), then (software) technology needs special attention – both as a governance mechanism/instrument and as an actor.

2.2 A co-evolutionary and institutional perspective on algorithmic governance

Assessments of the role of technology as a governance instrument and actor in general, and of algorithmic selection on the Internet in particular, depend on and differ with the choice of analytical lenses. The long debate on the right approach is characterized by an antagonism between technical and social determinism. In most cases, also in communications, technology is nowadays understood as being primarily shaped by social forces. However, it can be argued that this perspective systematically underestimates the role of technology (Latzer, 2013a). Research is confronted with the situation that theories, classifications and research findings have been elaborated on the basis of a techno-economic reality that no longer exists, based on a pre-Internet reality that does not reflect media convergence and the evolution of quaternary media, represented, for example, by algorithmic selection applications.

An innovation-coevolution-complexity approach (Latzer, 2013a) allows the appropriate integration of the role of technology, and of technological change.

Innovations like novel algorithms are the nucleus of change. An advantage of innovation approaches in technology studies is their finding that technology is not just formed by society, but that it can also be active as a structure, institution and even as actor (Dolata and Werle, 2007).

Innovation theories are combined with evolution theories towards an evolutionary economics of innovation (Frenken, 2006). According to this perspective, technological innovation processes are understood and assessed as evolutionary processes (Nelson and Winter, 1982). There are similarities between biological and technological evolution, but they are not the same. There is no natural selection in the technical field; technologies are the product of design efforts, and there is nothing like genes in technology. Nevertheless, biology and technology can both be considered part of the ‘family’ of complex systems (Ziman, 2000). Common features like interdependencies of elements, non-linear developments, emergence and feedback-loops characterize complex systems. Further, they are both systems
where big networks of interdependent components without central steering and with only simple rules on the individual level develop sophisticated collective behavior, characterized by highly developed information processing and a capability to adapt via trial-and-error-learning, which is characteristic of evolution (Mitchell, 2009). These complexity characteristics, including the resultant low predictability and controllability in policy-making (Latzer, 2013b), are helpful in understanding the evolution of the Internet in general and the effects of algorithms on the Internet in particular.

Another advantage of this approach should be underlined: first, evolutionary approaches are not only characterized by variation and selection and adaptation, but also by cooperation as a success factor in selection processes. This focus on cooperation is helpful as – in contrast to self-interest – it is often emphasized as a special feature of the Internet economy, in combination with the growing role of sharing in the Internet economy and the networked public sphere (Benkler, 2011). Moreover, cooperation is an important factor of social order. Second, complexity economics (Beinhocker, 2005) challenges strong rationality assumptions of neoclassical and neo-institutional economics, focuses on selection processes, and in particular refers to corporations as those who select technical and social innovations. Alongside this selection within a company, there are also selection and search processes through user choice (Frenken, 2006), which are of particular importance in automated algorithmic selection.

Co-evolution is a helpful concept to analyze media change and (Internet) governance. While evolution can be characterized as design without central designer, co-evolution means simultaneously designing and being designed. This concept thus overcomes the antagonism between technological and social determinism and focuses on the interrelation and interdependencies of technical, economic, political and cultural driving forces in governance processes.

An assessment from this combined theoretical perspective presents the Internet as a complex, adaptive system, characterized by interdependencies, non-linear developments, emergence and decentralized structures. It highlights not only the content of the Internet but in particular its infrastructure, i.e. its architecture, which allows innovations at every node of the network, in other words by any user. This specific architecture makes the Internet an innovation machine (Whitt and Schultze, 2009), a modular, open system, a digital construction kit, which offers great flexibility for innovatively assembled services. The previously rigid combination of technology and services (content) is dissolved and
complexity increases. These attributes are essential preconditions for the rapid spread of algorithmic selection applications in many life domains, because they allow decentralized innovations. They are also vital for the further development of algorithmic selection applications. In general, it focuses attention on the growing importance of software that shapes all Internet-based content, whether text, audio, pictures or video.

As mentioned above, co-evolutionary innovation studies conceptualize technology not only as being shaped by social forces but also as being active as structure, institution or even as actor. So the co-evolutionary approach, which primarily helps to reflect the role of technology adequately, is here combined with an institutional perspective (Reidenberg, 1998; Lessig, 1999; Shah and Kesan, 2011; Napoli, 2014) to better reflect the governing role of algorithms.

The focus is on the role of algorithms as institutions (as governance instruments) and also as (governing) key actors themselves. An institutional perspective identifies algorithms as institutions, as norms and rules that affect behavior on the supply and demand side, as a set of rules and routines that both limit activities and create new room for maneuver. Some of them stem from the outcome of evolutionary (trial-and-error) design processes, from technical code and architecture.

Several authors underline the role of technologies as institutions that impose certain rules and influence behavior (Reidenberg, 1998). The governing effect of software on social behavior, alongside and in interplay with norms, laws and markets is highlighted with propositions like ‘architecture is politics’ and ‘code is law’ (Lessig, 1999).

Shah and Kesan (2003, 2011) specifically emphasize the governing role of software. They provide case studies of its manipulable characteristics, like transparency, defaults and (open) standards, which offer starting points for governing the behavior of technology. On the basis of Shah and Kesan (2011), a basic co-evolutionary governance framework of interrelated technological (algorithmic) and societal change can be described as follows (figure 2): in line with the understanding that co-evolution has no beginning or end, developers design software, software shapes software (self-learning systems), software changes and is changed by users, users form and are formed by societies, societies influence developers and users via institutional imprinting, by social, economic, political and regulatory forces. Altogether, from an institutional perspective, technologies like algorithms are both instruments and outcome of governance (Katzenbach, 2012), they are part and result of a co-evolutionary process.
Figure 2: Basic co-evolutionary governance framework of (software) technological and societal change

Source: Adapted from Shah and Kesan (2011: 127).

According to the combined theoretical approach applied here, algorithms are general-purpose technologies (Bresnahan, 2010) with impacts on a wide range of societal fields, they are enabling technologies with a certain impact in connection with and contingent upon social-use decisions. As institutions they operate and govern (Orwat et al., 2010; Napoli, 2014) both supply and demand, in line with Reidenberg’s (1998) and Lessig’s (1999) insight that code is law, or as an example of what Braman (2002) calls posthuman law – information technology not only as the subject of laws but also as part of policy-making and as policymaker. Accordingly, algorithms on the Internet can be seen as governance mechanisms, as instruments used to exert power and as increasingly autonomous actors with power to further political and economic interests on the individual but also on the public/collective level. Algorithmic governance is more evidence-based and data-driven than traditional governance. Based on big data analysis, as for example in the case of predictive policing, huge data sets are analyzed to predict crimes (what, when and where) and to take suitable countermeasures. These predictions are not based on the analysis of causes but on various (historic) patterns of evidence. In line with the argument that big data analysis is more about correlations than causes (Boyd and Crawford, 2012), algorithmic governance focuses more on the governance of effects than on causes (Morozow, 2014).
From a media perspective, algorithmic selection significantly influences both media production and media consumption (Napoli, 2014). Algorithmic selection on the Internet not only influences what we think about (agenda-setting), but also how we think about it (framing) and consequently how we act. From a more general perspective – looking beyond the media sector – the market for attention is increasingly being produced and allocated by applications that build on algorithmic selection. Attention is drawn to certain things at the expense of others. Algorithmic selection shapes the construction of individuals’ realities, i.e. individual consciousness, and as a result affects culture, knowledge, norms and values of societies, i.e. collective consciousness, thereby shaping social order in modern societies. This makes algorithms a highly strategic factor in information societies and serves as an argument that the design of these institutions needs democratic legitimation, e.g. in the form of stakeholder participation, like open-source, democratized standardization processes or public certifications (Orwat et al., 2010).

3. Algorithmic reality construction and the formation of social order

The governing character of algorithms, their role in reality construction, makes them a source and factor of social order. Social order is needed in societies to bridge the individual and the social, and can be judged on the coordination of actions and cooperation between individuals to achieve common goals (Hechter and Horne, 2003). The logic of the Internet, of social media in general (van Dijck and Poell, 2013) and algorithmic selection in particular, influences this coordination and cooperation, whether in the form of datafication, connectivity, automation, virtual communities, social capital or weak ties. Fullerton and Ettema (2014), for example, illustrate how the collaborative process of creating Wikipedia entries is a cognitive and normative exercise that constitutes a way of knowledge construction, in their terms worldmaking. Van Dijck (2013) points to the important role of automated bots in this context, both as administrators performing policing tasks, such as blocking spam and detecting vandalism, and as co-authors. This makes Wikipedia an example of an institutionalized interaction between human and nonhuman actors, of a sociotechnical ensemble that engineers social order.

In general, social order is based on a shared social reality (Scott, 1987; Berger and Luckmann, 1967) – whether it is objective (e.g. governments), symbolic (e.g. media content) or subjective reality (e.g. preferences) – which emerges from real or symbolic interactions (Adoni and Mane, 1984). Social reality is now increasingly shaped and constructed by
algorithmic selection on the Internet in various life domains. Like the mass media, institutionalized services that centrally build on algorithmic selection contribute to objective and subjective reality constructions, but also to symbolic realities, for example with automated algorithmic journalism (Dörr, 2015) or when journalists use these services to collect information.

In line with Winner’s (1986) argument that technological innovations have politics and co-establish a framework for public order in combination and interaction with co-evolving political (e.g. law) and economic institutions (e.g. markets), relevance-assigning algorithms govern as (quasi-social) institutions. They embody values and can organize and impose order on society by both affording and impeding certain practices, behaviors and activities (Nissenbaum, 2011). Whereas a special function of the traditional mass media is its contribution to a shared social reality, the question arises of what impact the increasingly personalized nature of algorithmic reality construction has on this ‘shared’ social reality, especially regarding potential detrimental effects on democracy.

According to empirical evidence, automated algorithmic selection on the Internet governs a wide spectrum of individual action, and is heavily used for various societal functions (table 1). Algorithms co-govern or co-determine what: can be found on the Internet (search applications, e.g. what is indexed by search engines/crawlers); is seen and found (search, filtering and aggregation applications); is produced (content production applications like algorithmic journalism); is considered relevant (search and scoring applications; ranking); is anticipated (prognosis/forecast applications); and is chosen and/or consumed (recommendation, scoring and allocation applications; both for economic and social choices – ranging from commercial goods to friends and partners.)

Taken together, algorithmic selection essentially co-governs the evolution and use of the Internet by influencing the behavior of individual producers and users, shaping the formation of preferences and decisions in the production and consumption of goods and services on the Internet and beyond. The individual behavior of Internet users at the micro level, for example, has emergent, hence unexpected effects on the web structure at the macro level. It co-determines the evolution of the Internet and should be considered an influential factor in Internet governance. Moreover, algorithmic selection contributes to reality construction, a kind of governance marked by the selection or omission of information. The result, an algorithmically formed reality, again governs – this time behavior and action, i.e. various choices in daily lives.
4. Differences between reality construction by algorithms and the mass media

Various societal functions of algorithmic selection on the Internet contribute to new dimensions and forms of reality mining and reality construction in information societies. This mix of mining and construction by selection – a special kind of data mining and data interpretation – increasingly forms the basis for more or less intentional governance processes. Consequently, the realities shaped by automated algorithmic selections co-determine individuals’ coordination and cooperation on and beyond the Internet and consequently constitute social order.

The question of how traditional mass media contribute to the construction of social realities by selecting or omitting certain information (e.g. gatekeeping, agenda-setting, framing) has always been prominent (McQuail, 2010). However, reality construction by automated algorithmic selection on the Internet differs from traditional reality construction by the mass media. A major difference is (1) the personalization of reality construction that contributes to further individualization in societies, and (2) the constellation of actors that are a constituent part of the Internet’s ecosystem.

4.1 Personalization

A major goal and feature of algorithmic selection applications is the personalization of processes and results. In a nutshell, governance by algorithmic selection is automated, instantaneous (real time), predominantly based on big data, partially self-learning and always context-related/personalized, applying customized selection criteria. Personalization happens on the basis of one’s own user characteristics (socio-demographics) and own (previous) user behavior, others’ (previous) user behavior, information on user-connectedness, and location.

Algorithmic selection differs from traditional mass-media selection mechanisms, which operate with a time delay and are mostly targeted at well-defined general publics and (mass) markets whose characteristics are known from limited data sources (representative polls, socio-demographic patterns, TV meters in selected households) compared to big data in the case of algorithmic reality mining and construction. The database for algorithmic selection applications consists of both active consumer input (e.g. feedback) and passive data (e.g. location-based, clickstream, social contacts).

A major difference is the special role of users in algorithmic reality-construction processes. They are no longer simply the addressees of media messages, with limited or no
interaction between sender and receiver, but – together with algorithms – they assume an important role as secondary gatekeepers (Singer, 2014; Wallace, 2015), data providers and inputs into selection processes, which are increasingly based on previous and predicted behavioral patterns generated from real-time data. Consequently, personalized results of algorithmic selection procedures sum up to different individual realities. Altogether this amplifies existing audience fragmentation and individualization trends, resulting from the proliferation of media outlets triggered by liberalization, privatization and digitalization. In general, both the fragmentation and individualization of audiences have been discussed as being detrimental to democracy (Katz, 1996; Mancini, 2013), and personalized reality constructions by algorithmic selection exacerbate these concerns.

**Dangerous and endangered individuals**

According to Schroer (2008) the debate on individualization distinguishes between various lines of reasoning and emphasizes the dangerous and the endangered individual or combinations of both. While the debate on the dangerous individual focuses on the threat to social cohesion and order due to increased individualization and the subsequent erosion of common norms and institutions, the discussion about the endangered individual highlights the controlled individual. More effective control and disciplining take the place of increasing autonomy and freedom of action that individualization actually promises. The individual is consequently not liberated but more strictly controlled. Algorithmic reality construction as result of a continuing evolutionary differentiation of information and media systems further enables and fosters individualization in the form of dangerous individuals. Individual autonomy, alternatives and scope are further expanding, resulting in a further liberation from common societal bonds. At the same time, however, new forms of connectivity (Van Dijck, 2013), new bonds and (weak) ties (Kavanaugh et al., 2005) are created. In addition, algorithmic selection also results in endangered individuals due to increased control, stemming, among other things, from highly customized personalization efforts. The discussions on data protection, privacy, data ownership, access to information and surveillance highlight the control aspects entailed in increasing automation, reality mining and algorithmic selection.

Deliberate individualized media use of dangerous individuals may result in the weakening of bonds with traditional media institutions, as seen especially in the debates on the future role of public service media in the light of changes in media usage patterns and
available media outlets. Moreover, specific forms of algorithmic personalization may lead to isolating, echo-chamber effects (Sunstein, 2007), also discussed as filter bubbles (Pariser, 2011). Accordingly, concerns are raised regarding the general impact of algorithmic selection on people’s access to information via search, social media and aggregators, and amplified by trends towards further customization enabled by services such as Google Now, Cortana (Microsoft) and Proactive Assistants (Apple). Altogether this may lead to situations where people only access information that confirms their own opinion, or communicate with like-minded people, with potentially negative democratic consequences for societies, such as endangering two preconditions for democratic systems: unplanned encounters and shared experience (Sunstein, 2007).

**Networked, secondary, non-journalistic filtering**

The fact that algorithmic selection is assuming (secondary) agenda-setting and (secondary) gatekeeping roles via news aggregators, via ranking algorithms in discussion forums, and in social online networks like Facebook, leads to the assessment that algorithms considerably affect the way public opinion is formed, that they govern the public agenda (Bakker, 2012; Van Dalen, 2012; Machill et al., 2013). Filtering by algorithmic selection should at least be seen combined or networked with the filtering by mass media (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008). It may be primary or secondary filtering (Singer, 2014), the latter refers to the situation where, e.g. regarding political information, these algorithmic processes are based on the results of traditional agenda-setting and gatekeeping by the mass media, and then a second ‘filtering’ (algorithmic selection) takes place based on automated combinations of user behavior, established connections, and non-journalistic, customized filtering criteria.

**4.2 Special actors’ constellation in algorithmic reality construction**

Major features of the actors’ constellation in algorithmic reality construction include the dominance of private companies and interests, rising platformization, and algorithms as actors and policy-makers.

The question of who determines the criteria for these socially sensitive selection processes is paramount. Traditionally the selection of news was a manual human or institutionalized privilege of journalists and their (national) media organizations on the basis, among other things, of news factors. The selection was targeted at a (geographically) distinct mass audience and at least considered to be in accord with high standards of social
responsibility, especially in the case of public service media. Now, in the case of algorithmic reality construction, the selection happens automatically through customized software and services mostly developed and dominated by global IT companies.

**Domination of private governance by global companies**

A distinction can be made between private and public algorithmic governance. Empirical research shows that global IT companies dominate in markets where algorithmic selection is applied either as core or ancillary service (table 2). This is an indicator of the wide societal spread and impact of these technologies in general, and of their essential governing influence on the evolution of the Internet in particular.

Table 2: Algorithmic selection in top 10 websites worldwide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Company and country of origin</th>
<th>Algorithmic Selection as Core Service</th>
<th>Algorithmic Selection as Ancillary Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>google.com</td>
<td>Google (USA)</td>
<td>general search engine computational advertising</td>
<td>autocomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>facebook.com</td>
<td>Facebook (USA)</td>
<td>computational advertising</td>
<td>filtering (EdgeRank) filter movement (GraphRank) recommendations (contacts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>youtube.com</td>
<td>Google (USA)</td>
<td>computational advertising</td>
<td>variety of recommendations special search engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>baidu.com</td>
<td>Baidu (CHN)</td>
<td>general search engine computational advertising</td>
<td>autocomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>Yahoo (USA)</td>
<td>general search engine computational advertising</td>
<td>autocomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>amazon.com</td>
<td>Amazon (USA)</td>
<td>special search (products) special recommendations (products) reputation (marketplace sellers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>wikipedia.org</td>
<td>Wikimedia Foundation (USA)</td>
<td>special search engine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>qq.com</td>
<td>Tencent (CHN)</td>
<td>general search engine computational advertising</td>
<td>autocomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>taobao.com</td>
<td>Alibaba Group (CHN)</td>
<td>special search (products) special recommendations (products) reputation (marketplace sellers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>twitter.com</td>
<td>Twitter (USA)</td>
<td>computational advertising</td>
<td>aggregations/recommendations (Twitter Trends, Who to Follow)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ranking based on alexa.com, 09-07-2015. Note: Core function basically means that the results of algorithmic selection is the product demanded (e.g. search results), and ancillary functions are used to support the core service of a company in order to gain competitive advantage (e.g. algorithmic recommendations in e-commerce services).

Public algorithmic selection services also exist but are employed less often, for example, for public security objectives (e.g. predictive policing, public surveillance). Private
algorithmic selection services, e.g. Google Flu, which predicts disease outbreaks (Lazer et al., 2014), could be used for public governance purposes as well. This in turn raises additional (black-box) challenges, if findings cannot be replicated and are based on proprietary private datasets of unknown quality. With the notion of ‘Blackbox Society’ Pasquale (2015) highlights two general features of rising algorithmic selection: (1) to gain basic datasets for algorithmic selection, everything is recorded as by a black box in an airplane, and (2) like a black box the throughput stage and its algorithms remain secret. The fact that the big datasets often remain under exclusive control of global companies (e.g. social-media companies), leads to a new form of digital inequality in algorithmic reality production, and to non-replicable results, an indication of decreasing quality. Limited transparency causes basic algorithmic accountability challenges and encourages the use of methods like reverse engineering to shed light on the detailed interplay of input, throughput and output (Diakopoulos, 2015).

From a public policy perspective the question emerges of if and how this private algorithmic form of governance, which is mainly designed to further individual profit maximization, could be legitimized. In its current form, algorithmic selection is hardly used for social-political governance purposes but mostly for purely commercial goals. Companies like Google concentrate their business models on various, but closely connected puzzle pieces of reality mining and construction.

The perspective on algorithms as ideologies (Mager, 2012) reflects this situation. Technologies in the form of algorithms convey, reproduce and reinforce beliefs and values (Nissenbaum, 2011). In general, however, technologies – in this case algorithms – should be seen as amplifiers of existing trends, of dominant ideologies and not so much as creators of new social trends. As such it can be argued that algorithms predominantly convey and reinforce commercialization as the dominant value.

Another governance issue is that algorithms are designed on a global level, i.e. national effects on social ordering are decided at that level, mostly by global IT companies. This may advance processes of deterritorialization and dissociation (Tomlinson, 1999), and result in a further disembedding of societies from discrete national contexts and media systems, with detrimental democratic consequences (Mancini, 2013).
Rising intermediation and platformization

Nowadays, reality-construction effects by the mass media are (usually) coupled with or intermediated by algorithmic selection, e.g. by news aggregators, scoring applications or intelligent personal assistants. Many of the key Internet businesses such as Google, Facebook, or Amazon can be described as platform markets, often characterized as two- or multisided markets (Rochet and Tirole, 2003), i.e. markets serving two or more distinct customers with interdependent demand. Accordingly, providers of algorithmic selection services are usually active as intermediaries, as market-makers between two demand sides (Latzer et al., 2014). This changing constellation of actors modifies power structures and focuses attention on the interdependencies and relationships between the platforms and different national and global media players. For example, these platforms often establish themselves as ‘bottleneck monopolists,’ by controlling access to their own services as well as access to other services and products via their platforms (Shelanski, 2013). This has in particular raised competitive concerns and intellectual property rights questions, as in the case of the Google News shut down in Spain in 2014. A similar incident was avoided in Germany because publishers eventually conceded use of their content at no charge to Google. Altogether, this increasing intermediation may result in a reduced role and power of national mass media in the construction of realities.

Algorithms as autonomous actors and policy-makers

Compared to realities traditionally constructed by the mass media, a further difference in the constellation of actors for automated algorithmic reality construction is the potential role of technology as an actor (Braman, 2002; Napoli, 2014). Do algorithms only solve problems on behalf of humans? Are algorithms non-human actors that are inherently connected with human actors? Or are algorithms independent, autonomous actors themselves?

In particular, the question of the power of algorithms, indicated by the degree of autonomy in their decision-making, needs to be discussed, their use as instruments to exert power but also as themselves having power to enforce objectives against others’ interests. This includes issues of algorithms’ agency, responsibility and predictability, whether they are only problem-solving, computerized human instructions, if their activities and output are and always remain foreseeable. Predictability may be compromised, for example with advances in machine-intelligence, and leads to a situation where manual computer programming becomes
inferior to computers’ self-learning processes regarding the optimal exploitation of existing (big) data.

Applications based on algorithmic selection (see table 1) are characterized by the co-evolution of humans (developers, user) and non-humans (algorithms) within a networked information society (see figure 2). Humans shape algorithms and are simultaneously shaped by them. According to ANT – Actor-Network-Theory – (Latour 2005) humans and algorithms are equal actants within this network. Mitcham (2014) shows, how the contested assessment of agency and intentions of artifacts has changed over time. His overview helps to tackle the question of if and how (moral) human agency is transferred to algorithms. Accordingly, human agency is either imposed or delegated to algorithms. The first results in a secondary/imposed agency of intentionless algorithms used to extend human (political) agency (Winner, 1986). Examples would be comparably simple and controllable algorithmic selections based on small datasets. This form of imposed agency of technology is also found in reality construction via traditional mass media. In the second case, algorithms act with delegated agency in a trustee-mode within a range of possible actions, comparable to public broadcasters or human delegates/representatives like parliamentarians. This delegated agency appropriately reflects the majority of current and anticipated algorithmic reality constructions. Technological progress in machine learning, including data mining, computational statistics and neuronal networks, increasing availability of big data sets in combination with the potential to discover unexpected similarities between old and new data that make it possible to solve non-routine tasks, and a growing automation and division of labor in software engineering (Frey and Osborne, 2013) support this assessment. Accordingly, algorithms can be considered as agent-like artifacts or actors, and – depending on their use – even as policy-makers. They are autonomous within a pre-defined – but barely controllable – scope of action. There is distributed agency (Rammert 2008) between humans and algorithms, and also between algorithms, characterized by an increasingly complex and contingent interactivity. Alongside relative autonomy, these algorithmic agents are characterized by reactivity, pro-activeness and sociability (Rammert 2003).

Altogether, reality construction, both via the mass media and algorithmic selection, is a co-production of humans and technology. However, for algorithmic reality construction, agency is not only imposed, as in traditional mass-media technology, but predominantly delegated, allowing limited algorithmic intentions and autonomy. Overall, the (delegated) power of algorithms is rising. A high degree of complexity in the cooperation between
algorithmic agents and humans results in low transparency (not only for users, as in the mass media, but also for producers), controllability and predictability compared to reality construction by traditional mass media. Agency and accountability problems become more important (Chopra and White, 2011) as well as the moral significance (Verbeek, 2014) of algorithms. Even programmers and software engineers increasingly do not know what ‘their’ algorithmic selection produces (Auerbach, 2015). Hence the discussed disclosure of source codes might often not be a sufficient solution for more democratic control, and there are hardly any other public measures to control the morality in algorithmic reality construction.

4.3 Technology as problem and solution
Algorithmic governance not only contributes to economic welfare gains that increase subjective well-being (e.g. by boosting economic circulation and by reducing complexity), but also produces considerable social risks that compromise potential welfare gains. Against the background of far-reaching algorithmic governance effects, this raises the question of whether public policy measures are needed (e.g. public-interest search engines). These questions are discussed under the term governance of algorithms (Saurwein, Just and Latzer, 2015) and based on identified risks, including manipulation, bias, heteronomy, threats to privacy, intellectual property rights and freedom of expression (Latzer et al., 2014). Taken together, three categories of risk are discernible: the impacts on the mediation of reality, the threats to basic rights and liberties, and the challenges to the future development of the human species.

Governance by technology, more precisely by its architecture and design, is considered to be the problem for all of the above risks, but it is also technology that offers solutions. Governance by design is taking place more or less intentionally. It is predominantly applied for special interests, but could be also used to further public policies and public goals. The example of a decentralized architectural design for P2P video streaming (Musiani, 2013) shows how governance by design could be used to further public goals, e.g. the protection of privacy. For algorithmic design it can be demonstrated how design both creates and could eliminate filter bubbles (e.g. by special widgets) that affect the democratically sensitive issue of public-opinion formation (Munson et al., 2013).
5. Summary and conclusions

This paper explores the governance by algorithms on the Internet. It focuses on Internet-based services that build on algorithmic selection, i.e. the automated assignment of relevance to selected pieces of information. In order to grasp this fast growing phenomenon and its societal relevance the paper provides an empirically based, functional typology of the rapidly growing number of services that build on automated algorithmic selection on the Internet (table 1). This typology demonstrates the broad scope of algorithmic selection applications in information societies, with algorithmized societal functions ranging from search and recommendations to forecasts and content production. The functioning of these services can be understood by applying and specifying a basic input-throughput-output model (figure 1).

Algorithmic selection applications are a prime example of the growing importance of software – not only for the media sector as part of quaternary media, but also far beyond. Moreover, it is a perfect example of the governing role of software. As an institution, software affects societies similarly to laws, contracts and values that are imprinted in algorithms. A basic governance model of technological and societal change (figure 2) shows the co-evolutionary interplay and highlights the role of technology as simultaneously designing and being designed. Algorithms are active as governance tools but also as self-learning and relatively autonomous actors in increasingly complex ecosystems, characterized by non-linear developments, emergence and feedback loops. The consequences of growing complexity are declining predictability and controllability, as well as increasingly unintended consequences of private and public attempts to govern via algorithms.

Based on empirical-analytical findings, it is argued that algorithmic selection on the Internet has become a growing source of and factor in social order, in a shared social reality in societies, which is increasingly being co-constructed by automated algorithmic selection on the Internet. Automated algorithmic selection applications shape realities and daily lives, increasingly affect the perception of the world and influence behavior. They not only influence what we think about, but also how we think about it and consequently how we act, thereby co-shaping the construction of individuals’ realities, structurally similar but essentially different to mass media.

Algorithmic reality construction has various peculiarities and differs from reality construction by the traditional mass media, recoinsing realities and consequently the social order in contemporary information societies. In general these differences lie first in the growing personalization of constructed realities and the subsequent individualization effects.
Second, there are major differences in the constellation of actors, a constituent part of the Internet’s ecosystem.

Personalization as a formative feature of algorithmic reality construction happens in essence on the basis of user characteristics, behavior and location. It furthers individualization in societies, both in the form of dangerous and endangered individuals: dangerous in the sense of fragmentation, fewer unplanned encounters and less shared experience, and decreasing social cohesion; endangered in the sense of more controlled individuals, with less privacy and freedom. Nonetheless, technology not only causes these problems but at the same time offers solutions by the way it is designed.

The special constellation of actors in algorithmic reality construction is, in essence, marked by the dominance of private governance by global companies, increasing platformization, and algorithms as actors and policy-makers. The prevalence of private algorithmic governance based on proprietary big data tends to strengthen selection criteria oriented on special interests concerned with profit maximization, thus weakening public interest goals and social responsibility in the construction of reality and eventually consolidating and creating new social inequalities. Algorithms as intermediaries push the platformization of markets and modify power structures, leading the mass media to lose ground in the construction of realities. Moreover, the increasing role of algorithms as relatively autonomous actors with delegated (moral) agency, driven by rising machine intelligence, raises agency and accountability challenges for complex ecosystems that produce less controllable and predictable outcomes compared to reality constructions by the mass media.

Altogether, this comparative exploration of governance by algorithms demonstrates how and in which direction (increasing individualization, commercialization, inequalities, deterritorialization, and decreasing transparency, controllability, predictability) algorithmic selection on the Internet tends to shape individuals’ realities and consequently social order. From a public-policy perspective, formative features of algorithmic reality construction highlight several risks. This calls for adequate democratic legitimation of this form of governance by algorithms, for a co-evolutionary mutual interplay with governance of algorithms. Together with the proposed input-throughput-output model and the functional typology of algorithmic selection, the overview of features and risks identified here can form the basis for further investigation in this direction.
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